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Sample 2: fromcrib2bankerp.com
Testimonial –
My name is Sarah Li and I am the proud owner of “Hats2Go”. We specialize on designing,
manufacturing and marketing women’s hats for all occasions and alternative accessories for the 21st
century woman. My story is not a success story from beginning to end until a friend recommended me
‘fromcrib2bankerp.com’.
I am a self-started professional and independent entrepreneur. As I launched my e-business I realized
that I am a terrible accountant. My excel spreadsheets are pitiful and my probabilities to succeed without
a great and simple tool were zero. I spent most of my time at the beginning as a trend setter in social
media and my sales went through the roof. From 25 thousand dollars to almost 1 million dollars. I thought
the sky was the limit and nothing could stop my momentum. That’s when my headaches almost cost me my
health, my marriage and my newly acquired wealth.
Without ‘fromcribtobankerp’ I was lost. I was 60 days behind in my inventory figures. My WIP was
always too high or not enough to sustain sales to my large customers. And invoicing was always late and
wrong. I was collecting money late and always short. I did not know where to look for help and my lack
of formal education in the world of materials, order fulfillment and distribution channels had me lost
forever.
Not all was lost but my banker lost faith in me and my business. That is the worst wake up call that any
business owner can have. One sleepless night surfing the internet looking for answers I hit the motherload.
I was networking with my sorority sisters in LinkedIn and that’s when Coco suggested to contact
‘fromcrib2bankerp.comfromcrib2bankerp’. She told me that her hubby had the same problem with his auto
aftermarket parts business and a simple free trial of this software turned his life around. And with it,
Coco’s new lifestyle was saved by the bell. That’s when I said, if it is good enough for my sis’ Coco it
should work for me.
The minute a contacted the company, got my free trial going and I started inputting the information
following a simple set of instructions. I saw immediately the potential of this golden tip from a friend. For
me ‘fromcrib2bankerp’ became the silver bullet. The first amazing feature where the graphs. I could see
in simple images how my orders did not match with my inventories. And the worst part was that I needed
3.5 weeks on work in process inventory to sustain my new growth rate. My working capital was in the
dumpster and my credit was maxing out. All by myself, I was not ready to decipher my actual state of
business. But with my new best friend Sally (CRR) at ‘fromcrib2bankerp’ I starting to see the light at the
end of the tunnel. And guess what? It was a freight train coming straight at me in a collision course.
What can I tell you about what I like about ‘fromcrib2bankerp’? Everything!! They have for starters a
quick guide to follow in order to transfer your information into their software that reads easier than
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stereo instructions. IF you follow their 10 easy steps and provide your best business figures, their software
and with Sally’s guide and support you get excellent results in no more than 24 hours.
You must be asking yourself, am I going to like the results? And the truth is, NO. Why? Because if you are
just like me. Then the truth is a flash of bright light that will sit you in your lazy boy for a rude awakening.
Once the shock is over. You will agree with me that the charts, balance statements and the sales forecast
are a real on time picture of your actual business.
The best part is that ‘fromcrib2bankerp’ is a total solution to your business needs. They become your best
business partner. Your needs and wants, become theirs. My customer care rep “Sally” has been with me
since day one and still keeps tabs with me. The team behind ‘fromcrib2bankerp’ have the best guarantee
of total satisfaction or your money back in the market. The only condition is to use their product for 90
days. If you are not totally satisfied, the company will reimburse you your first two months back no
questions asked. Let’s be honest, if you are as fortunate as me, you will never think of leaving your
greatest advisor at 60 days nor 90, not ever.
Today, my banker has double my credit limit. My customers know that I can deliver quality product on
time and at the best price in the market. We grew our sales 20% in 6 months. How can I do away with
‘fromcrib2bankerp’? The truth is that I can’t. My staff also expanded from 5 to 11 to keep up with our
growth rate at ‘Hats2go’. If you are a small business owner with the need to control your sales growth
and strengthen your customer relations through commitment and 100% order fulfillment. Then
‘fromcrib2bankerp’ is your total solution. I am Sally Li and I approve this message.
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